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Preface
Late 2019, GEUS was asked to lead research initiatives in 2020 related to technical barriers
for Carbon Capture, Storage and Usage (CCUS) in Denmark and to contribute to establishment of a technical basis for opportunities for CCUS in Denmark. The task encompasses (1)
the technical potential for the development of cost-effective CO2 capture technologies, (2)
the potentials for both temporary and permanent storage of CO2 in the Danish subsurface,
(3) mapping of transport options between point sources and usage locations or storage sites,
and (4) the CO2 usage potentials, including business case for converting CO2 to synthetic
fuel production (PtX). The overall aim of the research is to contribute to the establishment of
a Danish CCUS research centre and the basis for 1–2 large-scale demonstration plants in
Denmark.
The present report forms part of Work Package 5 and focuses on evaluation of existing seismic data from the Havnsø and Hanstholm areas. Post stack reprocessing trials for selected
lines have been included in the evaluation. Full reprocessing of high-quality seismic data
acquired after 1990 has been assessed. However, very few such young, high quality seismic
surveys exist at appropriate locations for CCUS projects.
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Dansk Sammendrag
Ved den seismisk stratigrafiske tolkning og kortlægning af Havnsø strukturen er brønddata
fra Stenlille området vigtige for at opnå den bedst muligt evaluering af Havnsø strukturen.
Derfor er de eksisterende seismiske data i hele Havnsø-Stenlille området indgået i dette
arbejde (figur 1). Tilsvarende er brønddata fra Thisted boringerne og Felicia-1 boringen anvendt ved kortlægningen af Hanstholm strukturen, så ved evalueringen af Hanstholm strukturen indgår seismiske data i hele dette område (figur 2).
I begge de kortlagte områder indgår adskillige seismiske survey’s af forskellig kvalitet og
alder. De ældste data er indsamlet i perioden 1962-1980 og er generelt af dårlig kvalitet, men
indgår i kortlægning af top og bund af Gassum Formationen (reservoir enhed) og Fjerritslev
Formationen (overliggende forsegling af reservoiret). Data indsamlet i perioden 1980-1990
er generelt af bedre kvalitet og vil som regel ud over kortlægning af horisonter også til en vis
grad kunne bidrage til at identificere og kortlægge interne ændringer i reservoirets kvalitet.
For bedre at kunne kortlægge disse ændringer i reservoir egenskaber og i egenskaber af det
overliggende segl kræves seismiske data før stack af høj kvalitet. Som regel kræver det, at
dataene er indsamlet efter 1990. Variationer i seismisk respons med offset fra før stack, men
efter en såkaldt pre-stack migrations processering, kan bruges til en kvantitativ seismisk facies analyse. Hvis disse data er til rådelighed, er det muligt at estimere sandstenskvalitet og
porøsitet i reservoiret og tilsvarende at estimere på kvaliteten i seglet over reservoiret.
Erfaringsmæssigt kan man ofte til en vis grad forbedre den seismiske datakvalitet af ældre
seismiske data fra før 1990 ved reprocessering af dataene efter stack. Fem udvalgte linjer
omkring Havnsø og Hanstholm strukturen er blevet reprocesseret efter stack (linjer indsamlet
mellem 1962-1981). Tre af de ældre linjer forefindes kun i en skannet version af den originale
papirkopi af dataene, så den første udfordring har været at udtrække styrken af det seismiske
signal (amplituden) før den efterfølgende reprocessering.
I området omkring både Havnsø strukturen og Hanstholm strukturen er der ikke seismiske
survey’s, som er indsamlet for nylig, men enkelte survey’s er indsamlet efter 1990 og er
vurderet med henblik på en fuld reprocessering, hvor man som en del af processen tilvejebringer pre-stack migrerede data før stack til brug for en mere detaljeret kvantitativ seismisk
facies analyse. En sådan fuld reprocessering har dog været uden for rammerne af dette
projekt.
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Summary
In the seismic stratigraphic interpretation and mapping of the Havnsø structure, well data
from the Stenlille area are important to achieve the best possible evaluation of the Havnsø
structure. Therefore, existing seismic data throughout the Havnsø-Stenlille area have been
included in this work (figure 1). Similarly, well data from the Thisted wells and from the Felicia1 well have been used for mapping the Hanstholm structure, so that the evaluation of the
Hanstholm structure includes seismic data in this area surrounding the Hanstholm structure
(figure 2).
The two mapped areas include several seismic surveys of varying quality and age. Seismic
surveys between 1962-1980 are generally of poor quality and therefore mainly contributes to
the mapping of the top and bottom of the Gassum Formation (reservoir unit) and the Fjerritslev Formation (overlying seal of the reservoir). Data collected in the period 1980-1990 are
generally of better quality and will usually, in addition to horizon mapping, also to some extent
contribute to mapping internal changes in reservoir quality. For a more detailed mapping of
these changes in reservoir properties and in properties of the overlying seal, high quality prestack migrated offset gather seismic data is required. In general, this requires seismic data
acquired after 1990. Analyses of seismic response from the pre-stack migrated offset gather
data are used for a quantitative seismic facies estimation. If these data are available, it is
possible to estimate the sandstone quality and the porosity in the reservoir unit and similarly
to estimate the quality of the seal unit above the reservoir.
From experience, one can often to some extent improve the seismic data quality of older
seismic data by reprocessing the data after stack. Five selected lines around the Havnsø
structure and the Hanstholm structure have been re-processed after stack (lines collected
between 1962-1981). For three of these five old seismic lines only scanning of original paper
displays are available, so the first challenge has been to extract the seismic amplitude response before the subsequent reprocessing.
In the area around the Havnsø structure and Hanstholm structure, there are no seismic surveys that have been collected recently, and only very few surveys have been collected after
1990. The potential of full seismic reprocessing followed by quantitative seismic facies analyses for improving mapping of reservoir and seal characteristics for such relatively young
surveys is evaluated. However, such full reprocessing has been outside the scope of the
present project.
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1. Introduction to seismic data evaluation
A great number of seismic surveys onshore and offshore Denmark have been used for mapping the Havnsø and Hanstholm structures in relation to the CCUS evaluation project
(Gregersen et al 2020; Rasmussen et al. 2020). The seismic data quality varies from relatively good for relatively new datasets acquired after ~1990 to relatively poor for the oldest
datasets between 1962 and 1980. In addition, the digital data for some of the oldest datasets
are from scanning of archived paper-sections because no digital archiving exist for these
datasets. Lines of different age and quality have been selected for post stack reprocessing
trials. The reprocessing trials have all been done by the ProMAX 2D processing software
available at GEUS.
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2. Database, existing seismic data
The Stenlille area are covered with both 2D and 3D seismic data and 20 wells (see figure 1).
The central part of the Stenlille structure is covered of a good quality 3D seismic survey from
1997 (Stenlille-97 survey). In addition, good quality 2D surveys from 1987 and 1994 covers
a greater area across the Stenlille structure (DN87 and DN94 survey). Existing onshore tie
lines between the Havnsø structure and the Stenlille structure are from the PRKL6267 survey
acquired in 1962 and 1967 and from the SSL72 and SSL73 surveys acquired in 1972 and
1973. In addition, the offshore survey PRKL74A covers part of the Havnsø structure. The
data quality of all these surveys between the Stenlille structure and the Havnsø structure are
relatively poor. Only scanned paper sections exist for the PRKL6267 and PRKL74A surveys.
The closest well ties to the Hanstholm structure are from the offshore Felicia-1 well and from
the onshore Thisted-1 to 5 wells (see figure 2). Tie lines between the Thisted wells and the
Hanstholm structure are onshore lines from the SSL6267 survey and from the PRKL7374A
survey. Lines from these surveys are from scanned paper-sections. Offshore tie from the
Thisted wells towards the Hanstholm structure are covered by lines from the DCS81C-RE96
survey and lower quality lines from older surveys. Offshore tie lines from the Felicia-1 well
towards the Hanstholm structure and seismic lines located at the Hanstholm structure itself
are covered by good quality lines from the DCS81C-RE96 survey, the RTD81-RE94 survey,
the SKAG86 survey and the MC2D-DFB2005 survey.
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3. Results, post stack reprocessing trials

Reprocessing tests of 3 seismic sections across the Havnsø structure
Due to the poor to very poor data quality of 2D seismic sections connecting the Havnsø
structure to well locations at the Stenlille structure, it was decided to test whether reprocessing could improve seismic continuity and resolution.
The three sections reprocessed are: line 74_303 from the PRKL74A survey, line SSL73_038
from the SSL73 survey and line R4_1 from the PRKL6267 survey (Figs 3-5).
Line 74_303 and R4_1 only exist as scanned versions of the original paper sections. The
scanned data have been archived in standard SEG-Y format, but basically each sample from
the scanned paper section consist of black/white pixel values. In order to do any improvements in data quality the first step in the reprocessing was to do a simplified transformation
from black/white pixel values to standard seismic trace amplitude response. After this transformation dipping noise was filtered using FK dip filtering followed by a dip scan filter for
enhancing coherent events.
The transformation from scanned sample values to standard seismic trace amplitude response is a very important intermediate step towards improvements in data quality from reprocessing of these scanned seismic data. More sophisticated software for this transformation is available at external providers having this specialized service. For future reprocessing work of important target lines, it is suggested to include this more costly and timeconsuming approach in the transformation process of scanned data.
Final stack SEG-Y archive data for line SSL73_038 was the only version of this line available
for the reprocessing trial. Like the two scanned lines FK dip filtering followed by a dip scan
filter for enhancing coherent events were found to improve the quality of main horizons. Finally, a spectral whitening filter was applied in order to slightly improve the frequency content.
In general reprocessing of data from the 60’ties and 70’ties to some extent have the potential
for improvements in quality of seismic horizons and to some extent also for seismic resolution. However, regarding more detailed internal analyses of seismic facies changes etc., improvements from reprocessing of these old vintage datasets in general are marginal.
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Reprocessing tests of 2 seismic tie lines between the Thisted and the
Hanstholm structures
Reprocessing trials have been applied to two seismic tie lines between the Thisted structure
and the Hanstholm structure. Line 74249 from survey PRKL7374A is a SE-NW situated onshore line situated between the Thisted-2 well and the Skagerrak coastline and offshore line
DCS-47 from the DCS81C-RE96 survey continues northwestwards towards the Hanstholm
structure.
Line 74249 from the PRKL7374A survey only exist as scanned version of the original paper
section. Similar to the scanned sections from the Stenlille-Havnsø area, the scanned data
for this line have been converted to standard seismic amplitude response. After this transformation dipping noise have been filtered using FK dip filtering followed by a dip scan filter
enhancing coherent events.
Final migrated stack SEG-Y archive data for line DCS81-47 from the DCS81C-RE96 survey
is the only version of this line available for the reprocessing trial. Major improvements in data
quality compared with the original processing from 1981 have been obtained in the 1996
reprocessing. Focus for the present reprocessing trial have been to further improve the seismic resolution by spectral whitening in order to improve intra formation seismic facies analyses. Finally, a dip scan filter for enhancing coherent events were found to improve the quality of main horizons. The seismic resolution is slightly improved by the spectral whitening.
The reprocessing results for line 74249 (PRKL7374A survey) and line DCS81-47 (DCS81RE96 survey) are shown in figure 6-7.
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4 Suggestions for supplementary investigations
and research
The onshore regional seismic data coverage in general are from the 60’ties, 70’ties and
80’ties. For datasets acquired before 1980 improvements from reprocessing in general are
limited to improvements in mapping seismic horizons and slightly improvements in seismic
resolution. For data acquired between 1980 and 1990 mapping internal changes in reservoir
and seal characteristics will often benefit from post stack reprocessing and some surveys
from the 80’ties could even be considered for a full reprocessing followed by quantitative
seismic facies analyses.
In the present data evaluation study only post stack reprocessing trials have been tested for
improving the seismic data quality. The reprocessing of the 3 old onshore lines from the
Stenlille-Havnsø area and the old onshore line 74249 from the Thisted area showed some
improvements for horizon mapping, but the seismic data quality is not sufficiently good for
detailed internal reservoir characteristics. The last line included in the reprocessing trials is
the younger DCS81-47 line from the DCS81C-RE96 survey. The quality of this line from the
1996 reprocessing is already good and in the new post stack reprocessing the seismic resolution further improved the quality without degrading seismic continuity, i.e. internal reservoir characteristics were slightly improved.
Internal reservoir characteristics was already recognized on data from the earlier DCS81CRE96 survey reprocessing and is slightly enhanced in the present reprocessing trial of line
DCS81-47 from the same survey. Key lines from the DCS81C survey, the RTD81 survey and
the SKAG86 survey could possibly be considered for a full reprocessing trial followed by
quantitative seismic facies analyses on pre-stack migrated seismic offset gathers. New, high
quality 2D and 3D data are expected to significantly improve the quality of the quantitative
seismic facies analyses (Bredesen 2020) and to improve the depth conversion workflow
(Mathiesen et al 2020).
Detailed facies analyses in general requires high quality seismic data from the 90’ties or
younger. For quantitative seismic facies analyses, pre-stack migrated seismic offset gathers
is required. For new seismic data this has been a standard deliverable for approximately 15
years, but unfortunately not for seismic data acquired in the 90’ties. The seismic data quality
for the onshore Stenlille-97 3D survey and for the offshore MC2D-DFB2005 survey is therefore expected to be well suited for quantitative seismic facies analyses (e.g. Bredesen 2020).
However, in order to establish the necessary pre-stack migrated seismic offset gathers a full
reprocessing from field data is necessary.

Suggestions for further work:
•

For a full evaluation of a possible site for CO2 storage new seismic data acquisition
is necessary considering the present lack of high quality, seismic data coverage at
possible storage sites. A seismic baseline survey as reference survey for later seismic monitoring at a possible CO2 storage site will also have to be included in the
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planning phase before production starts up. Therefore, a new survey should be prepared for later use as a baseline survey for seismic monitoring across the storage
site.
•

Post stack reprocessing of all 60’ty and 70’ty seismic data relevant for mapping the
Havnsø and Hanstholm structures and possibly other storage sites. For digital archived lines this is straightforward and fast to do. For scanned paper section lines
external conversion from scanned format to amplitude response for seismic traces is
recommended. Reprocessing scanned paper sections from old surveys should be
limited to important key lines because only minor improvements will in general be
possible.

•

Full seismic reprocessing of the Stenlille-97 3D survey for improved mapping and for
enabling supplementary quantitative facies analyses from pre-stack migrated offset
gathers. The MC2D-DFB2005 survey unfortunately only partly covers Hanstholm
structure area, but should also be considered for a full reprocessing, if no new seismic data is acquired.

•

Reprocessing of supplementary seismic lines from the DCS81C-RE96 survey, the
RTD81-RE94 survey and the SKAG86 survey based on the improvements obtained
from the Hanstholm structure area test trials is recommended
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Tables and Figures

Fig. 1: Database with Stenlille wells, Stenlille-97 3D and 2D surveys. Reprocessed line R4_1
from the PRKL6267 survey, reprocessed line SSL73_038 from the SSL73 survey and reprocessed line 74_303 from the PRKL74A survey shown in dotted blue color lines.
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Fig. 2: Map showing the seismic data base and wells used for the Hanstholm structure mapping. Reprocessed line DCS81-47 from the DCS81C-RE96 survey and reprocessed line
74249 from the PRKL7374A survey shown in dotted blue color lines.
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Fig. 3. Line R4_1 from PRKL6267 survey. Original scanned data above and reprocessed
data below.
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Fig. 4. Line 74_303 from PRKL74A survey. Original scanned data above and reprocessed
data below.
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Fig. 5. Line SSL73_038 from SSL73 survey. Original digital data above and reprocessed
data below.
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Fig. 6. Line 74249 from the PRKL7374A survey. Original scanned data above and reprocessed data below.
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Fig. 7. Line DCS81-47 from the DCS81-RE96 survey. Original digital data above and reprocessed data below.
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